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T304 Tank Vent Dimensions

SIZE A B C Weight
2” 3.859 3.535 3.470 2.85
3” 3.859 3.566 4.689 4.50

So, what is a tank vent or tank relief valve and how does it work? The Sanitary Solutions 
Tank Vent or Relief Valve works in the following way-- From the Vacuum side, when the valve 
is normally closed and there is vacuum in the tank, the vacuum piston inside the valve opens 
automatically and draws air into the tank. In return, this keeps the pressure inside and outside 
the tank balanced. From the Pressure side, when the valve is normally closed, and the tank 
pressure exceeds the rated pressure which on the outside of the valve, the valve automatically 
opens and vents air to atmosphere.

Where do I position and install this valve? As for installation of the clamp style Tank Pres-
sure and Vacuum Relief Valve, position the valve on the process line and tighten the nut or fas-
ten the clamp according to the fastening system selected and if you are using the clamp style it 
is recommended to use a clamp gasket and tighten the wing nut of the Heavy Duty Single Pin 
Clamp to 25 inch pounds of torque.

T304 Sample Valves

Features of the T304 Sample Valves:

Alloy: T304

Polish:  32Ra Sanitary Finish on OD

Sizes: 1” clamp and 3/8” NPT

Temperature rating: 295°@ 195 PSI

Double Silicone O-Rings

1” Clamp Size x 0.375” or 0.50” Barb in Stock

Repair Kits in Stock
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T304 Sample Valve Dimensions

Note: The above valves are commonly found in the     
beverage/winery industries.

 Sanitary Finish 

 Repair Kits

 T304

 Stocking (2) Sizes

Sample Valve Part Number Example:

SSSV-SIZE-304

Clamp “L” Body Relief Valve

Clamp “L” Body Relief Valve Features:

Alloy: T316L (Hex Union Nut is T304)

Sizes: 1.5”, 2”, 3” are in Stock

Spring: 5—25 psi (stock)

Sanitary Solutions can offer optional relief spring ranges




